OFF THE FLOOR

NORWAY
NO-WAY!

Books, art, movies, etc...
Words: KIRSTY ALLISON

Record labels and their stars are no
strangers to the red carpet of the
film world, but in the death throes
of traditional income streams in
the music industry, niche labels are
chasing ventures like Warp Films
down the aisles — waltzing like
Bing Crosby, with their pre-existing
audiences, into visual media and
arts. What’s amazing about Peter
Jenkinson and Ben Davis, who
started the Manchester-based
Paper Recordings in 1994, is Paper
Vision’s first documentary delivery
NORTHERN DISCO LIGHTS makes it
look like they’ve been making films
for years…

Ben & Mental Overdrive
Bjørn Torske

Annie

DJ MAG IS SUPPORTING YOUR FILM, we get our
name in lights at the front, which we’re very proud
of, because it’s beautiful — part travel doc, part
music prog, with a true tragedy that pulls at the
heartstrings, and all the fun of a good night out.
It’s very very good. Who knew Norway was higher
than the Arctic Circle, huh? And the bonus of a
solid narrative! Plus, Santa and Vikings in the
graphics — it’s a winner! Far more than a bunch of
talking heads…
Ben (director): “Wow, thank you. It’s our first
film. Film-making — we’ve never done anything
like it before. This is our first foray, and it’s
come out better than we thought it would. Otto
(Burnham), the editor, pulled it together, and
the the camera-work by Terje (Rafaelsen) is what
makes it feel more like a travel doc. The idea was
to have it as more than a music documentary. The
problem with all those BBC music docs is they
start blurring into one, and feel like it’s been done
before, so we wanted to make it about more than
music.”

There’s quite a bit of Paper Recordings licensing
in the film. Is this why it came about?
Pete: “Not at all. In February 2013, we decided to
interview people and start making a film. These
people did it all themselves. When we were going
out raving, we had infrastructure; their world was
all pre-internet which fascinated us. Now you’re
bombarded with information [with phones], and
the [culture] process is totally different — but
back then this was all so new. Norway was a
tiny dot in the north of Europe, with a smaller
population than New Zealand, so what they
achieved is pretty punk — and brilliant.”
Ben: “On a practical level, we were looking for
a new challenge, and went to a funding agency,
Music Norway, and Provident Audio threw in a few
ideas. This was the one they wanted to see [the
story of Norwegian dance music]. They left us with
the chance to give it a go. We made a lot of money
through crowdfunding, and because of the oil in
the country, Norway is very wealthy and they put
money into culture — that was a great benefit.”

It’s a full story, from the acid house squatting
influence from Hackney, through the supernorth, to the focus on Oslo. Can you explain a
little more?
Ben: “It goes beyond the tin, it charts the history
of Norwegian dance music in Tromsø to the Bergen
wave with DJ Strangefruit, Tore ‘Erot’ Kroknes,
Annie, Royksopp — to the current day of Todd
Terje. It charts the country’s confidence through
music, and their personality comes through in the
music and the film.”
Peter (producer and co-director): “We feature 67
people, including: Bryan Ferry, Bjørn Torske, Prins
Thomas, Nemone (BBC 6 Music), Mental Overdrive,
Idjut Boys, Lindstrøm, Annie, Bill Brewster and
many more.”

And what was the effect of taking that rock &
roll energy from the music industry? So many
people start in the music industry, and move
into movies…
Ben: “Complete baptism! But it’s going through,
we’re about to sell it VOD (video on demand)
— 24th April. We’ve got screenings all over the
place — 40/50 festivals — and the international
premiere in Copenhagen…”

Yeah — our dear editor, Carl Loben, makes some
good points, alongside our wonderful deputy,
Adam Saville. How did the idea for the film come
about?
Ben: “I’ve DJ’d there over the years, and I’ve
always been super-interested in the culture. The
original thought was: why does this white country
have such a disco affinity? And that set me on a
journey…”

How does it work with roles between the label
and in the film?
Ben: “I do the A&R side of it with Pete — and
anyone in the creative industries knows it’s all
about keeping balls in the air. To get under the
bonnet of Norwegian music, for this film, we had
about 300 tracks to work with — and to see how
the scene developed from a more forensic point of
view, picking it apart from there.”
What next for Paper Vision?
Ben: “It’s been such an intense period — we’re
just letting letting the juices refill. We’ve got a
few ideas — we’ve got nothing to lose with the
first, and now it’s difficult to find a really fresh
idea, so we’re waiting.”
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